
In a departure from our usual approach of asking two NHS pharmacy colleagues to comment on the Management
Conundrum, one of Pharmacy Management’s professional trainers with an expertise in stress management has
been asked to give their views.
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MANAGEMENT CONUNDRUM
Can you spot stress and what can you do to

improve the mental health of staff?

Janet Donit, Chief Pharmacist of Metropolis NHS Trust

and Carey Whitecoat, Head of Medicines Management

Services at Riverdale Primary Care Organisation were

having one of their coffee morning sessions. Janet was

still looking shocked, thought Carey, as she carried the

coffees over to their table.

“I just didn’t see it coming,” Janet explained as she

swirled her cup slowly. “Of course, I knew we were all

under pressure. This Covid-19 experience has clearly

added to that but Sarah was so utterly reliable. I

thought that maybe ten years from now she’d be a

candidate for my job. Then the next thing you know

she’s handed in her notice.”

Carey knew what was coming next.

“It wasn’t as if she had got a job anywhere else,” wailed

Janet. “She just decided she didn’t want to work in

pharmacy any more because of the stress levels. She said

that she needed to make a change before her mental

health was affected. It wasn’t just due to Covid-19 – it

seems things had been building up like that for a while.”

“Have you seen her since?” asked Carey.

“Yes, she came back to bring a birthday present for one of

her ex-colleagues. She’s working in a gift shop. Of course

the money isn’t as good, but she says it’s worth it to just

shut the door at the end of the day and go home without

anything hanging over you. I can understand that.”

“Can’t we all?” agreed Carey. “But you had no idea this

was coming?”

“No! Well, maybe there were signs I just didn’t spot and

perhaps I’m doing enough to look after the mental

health of my staff.”

Could you tell Janet what she might have missed? 

How could she have managed Sarah’s stress better? 

What should she do to look after the mental health of her staff better?
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Spotting stress signs         

Janet has said that there could have been

signs that Sarah was excessively stressed,

but perhaps she just didn’t spot them.

This is easily done as the signs of stress

are not always obvious and the changes

in someone’s physical appearance,

behaviours, emotions, etc may be subtle

or may happen gradually over a period of

time. The other factor that can make this

challenging is that Janet is probably very

busy herself and so her focus is likely

being pulled in multiple directions.   

So, what could help Janet to better

notice these signs?

Firstly, it would be worthwhile for

Janet to spend some time thinking about

what the ‘red flags’ within her team

could be. A simple but effective exercise

is to split a piece of paper in half and:

• on the left-hand side, think about

the external physical/behavioural signs

of stress 

• on the right-hand side, think about

the internal psychological/emotional

signs of stress (i.e. things that you may

not be able to notice so easily but

which could be the cause of the

physical/behavioural signs).

Spotting stress signs         

Next, it is crucial that Janet knows her

staff well so that she can establish what is

‘normal’ for each individual. The absolute

key here is that Janet has the ability to

notice changes in someone’s typical

appearance, behaviour, emotions, etc.

Furthermore, Janet should ensure that

she regularly takes the time to ask staff

how they really are and she shouldn’t be

afraid to ask this question more than

once. She should also be honest about

any changes she has noticed, as it can be

easy for people to brush this off and insist

that everything is fine.   

Think about how many times you

have walked past someone in the

corridor and said “Hi, how are

you?” when, in reality, you don’t

really mean “how are you?”

because you’re already late for a

meeting and you’re halfway past

them down the corridor before

they’ve even had chance to

respond. You may have noticed

that “how are you?” has become

more of a greeting than a

genuine question. It’s really

important to ensure that, if you

are asking how someone really is,

that you make this obvious and

also do it at a time and place

where they feel able to give you

an honest answer. 
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“. . . it would be worthwhile for Janet to spend some time
thinking about what the ‘red flags’ within her team could be. ”
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Janet should appreciate that everyone

handles stress differently, so what may be

extremely stressful for one person may be

fine for another. She should also

remember that what she knows about

someone could only be the tip of a very

big iceberg and that their stress could be

made up of various different factors both

at work and in their home life. As a result,

it is very important that she avoids

making any prejudgements or

assumptions; instead encouraging her

staff to be open and honest with her and

reiterating her support. 

Janet should make the most of ‘1:1s’

as an opportunity to explore an

employee’s mental wellbeing. She should

practice good conversation skills, using

open discovery questions (i.e. those

beginning with ‘what’ and ‘how’) as

these will generally lead to the most

informative answers, and she should not

be afraid to dig deeper when it feels

appropriate to do so. On the whole, Janet

should avoid closed questions and try not

to start questions with ‘why’ as this can

cause some people to get defensive. If

she would like to further increase her

knowledge and confidence, Janet could

look in to completing a training course

based on quality conversations or

motivational interviewing. 

Supporting staff          

Sarah has alluded to struggling to be able

to shut the door at the end of the day

and hence Janet could use 1:1s as a

chance to find out what staff are doing to

help them to switch off and let go, and

encourage them to continue doing this

regularly. Whilst everyone may have

different coping mechanisms it could

be useful to give team members the

opportunity to share ideas, for example

during team meetings. Janet should also

encourage team members to use her, or

each other, to ‘debrief’ at the end of

the day where needed and also to use

the Employee Assistance Programme to

talk over any specific issues with a trained

advisor. 

In terms of more formal measures

once it has been established that there

are issues with stress in a team member,

Janet could make a referral to

Occupational Health. However, she

should be considerate of the fact that

there can be a stigma attached to this

and hence needs to handle this

sensitively. Additionally, Janet could carry

out a stress risk assessment with her team

member, gaining support from HR if

required. However, normally the very

nature of a risk assessment is about being

proactive and hence this process can be

criticised for being too reactive (almost

like only filling in a risk assessment about

fire exits once the building is already on

fire). To mitigate against this issue, Janet

could familiarise herself with the topic

areas and types of questions asked within

the stress risk assessment and use them

less formally within 1:1s with her staff. In

fact, this can act as a very useful

framework to encourage staff to open up

more about possible stressors and hence

allow a proactive plan to be put in place

before this becomes a bigger issue.

Janet should use her Trust’s specific

stress management policy/strategy for

guidance, but may also find external

sources such as the Health and Safety

Executive (HSE) website useful for further

support and resources. 

Finally, within their conversation

about Sarah, Carey makes a passing

comment (“can’t we all?”) which could

be a red flag that Carey herself is

stressed. We are working in challenging

times, and it is hence vital that we are all

looking out for one another, not just

those for whom we have management

responsibility. Janet should also, of

course, ensure that she is looking after

her own mental wellbeing so that she can

stay well and resilient herself and hence

continue to effectively support her team.

“Janet should appreciate that everyone handles stress 
differently, so what may be extremely stressful for 

one person may be fine for another.”


